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ABSTRACT

Telecommunication industry plays a vital role in the fast-moving modern world. At the same time, the industry is highly competitive because of multiple providers providing different solutions to their consumers. As a result, customers are rapidly moving from one service provider to another. Furthermore, human communications have been moving far from traditional calls and text messages to alternatives. Therefore, mobile operators are under real revenue threats as well as the risk of losing their potential customers. To solve this kind of issues, they need to increase their capabilities on understanding customer behaviour patterns and preferences, in order to achieve a high level of customer profitability and revenue. The major aim of this study is to cluster the customers based on profitability and develop a model to predict future customer’s profitability level and clustering the customers to provide different promotional packages. The current study is carried under three phases. The first phase is the comparison of different K-means algorithm and chooses the best one by using Within Cluster Sum of Square (WCSS) and processing time. The second phase is focusing on clustering the customers based on their behaviours by using K-means++ algorithm and develop the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model to predict future customer’s profitability level. Finally, choose one of the early clustered customer group and apply K-means++ algorithm to provide different promotional packages. Dataset consists of 12,000 prepaid customer details with 15 different variables to cluster, train and test the model. Comparison of WCSS and process time, K-means++ is the best one for clustering. Confusion matrix used to evaluate the performance of ANN model and constructed model gives the accuracy of 97.3%. Existing researches use unsupervised or supervised learning algorithms separately. But this study integrates both algorithms and getting high accuracy result. Therefore, this model well fit for telecommunication industries.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Telecommunication industry plays a vital role in the modern fast-moving world. It helps to make digital transformation globally. At the same time, the telecommunication industry is highly competitive because of multiple telecommunication service providers providing different solutions to their consumers. As a result, customers are rapidly moving from one service provider to another depending on their requirements. Furthermore, a significant amount of human communications (especially in the younger generation) have been moving far from traditional calls and text messages to alternatives such as Skype, Google Duo, facetime, instant messaging and social media [1].

Therefore, mobile operators are under real revenue threats as well as the risk of losing their potential customers. Top level managers are finding proper solution to solve this kind of issues. As a telecommunication service provider, they need to increase their capabilities on understanding customer needs,
behavior patterns [2] and preferences, in order to stay competitive, achieve a high level of customer profitability and continue the revenue growth in long run. Because, customers play the key role of any successful business which provides products or services [3]. Customer segmentation based on their different behaviors is one of the best ways to understand the customer requirement and patterns.

The term customer profitability [3] is defined as, the profit that the telecommunication company makes from serving a customer or group of customers for a specified period of time. Make best customer relationship management is the way to maintain our customers for a continuous long run. Most successful businesses continuously do the research and development part for their customers in the fields of customer identification, customer attraction, customer retention, and customer development to achieve a high level of customer relationship [4]. All the competitors are trying to make more customer profit to survive in their business. Therefore, executive level managers are exploring to identify an efficient way to do most appropriate customer clustering methods for mining profitability.

Customers are categories into different groups based on their behavioral patterns such as high profitable customers, average profitable customers and low profitable customers. Therefore, provide different benefits to the different group of customers increases the customer satisfaction.

The telecommunication industry produces massive amounts of data every day which need to be mining to discover hidden information for effective prediction, exploration, diagnosis and decision making. Without a proper mechanism to handle this massive amount of data create difficulties to extract knowledge from it. Traditional data analyzing tools have limited number of capabilities and it is not suitable for handling big data in telecommunication industry. Because, lack of getting the most precision results, as well as the performance issues throughout the traditional Weka, and SPSS tools. As a solution, this research study introduces new methodology to predict different clusters for customer profitability using data mining technologies [5] and machine learning algorithms. Also, provide a solution for customer segmentation and introduce promotional packages to the different level of loyalty customers [6].

Data Mining (DM) is a powerful technique which help organization to discover the patterns and trends in their customer's preferences and well-known tool for customer relationship management. Data mining methodology has made a vast range of contribution for researchers to extract hidden knowledge and information. The major DM process uses data exploration technology to extract data, create predictive models, and verify the stability and effectiveness of the models. The K-means method segments customers into clusters based on important factors (Example: - their billing, loyalty, and payment behaviors) to
make decisions. Most of the researches are apply the DM techniques to make decisions [4].

This study has focused on “Mining Profitability of Telecommunication Customers and Customer Segmentation with Novel Data mining Approach”. There are different factors which influence the customer profitability level. Based on the above understanding, this study used 15 different customer behaviors for clustering the customers, predict the customer profitability level and analyze promotional packages. K-means, K-means plus plus, and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) are the different machine learning algorithms which are applied to this research and the dataset consist of 12,000 prepaid customer details.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Data Preprocessing

Dataset cannot be use directly without doing the preprocessing part. Incomplete data, duplicate data, and noisy data causes inaccurate results throughout the research. Therefore, preprocessing is mandatory for get accurate results. Initially, retrieve the telecommunication customer dataset from Comma Separated Values (CSV) file to Spyder IDE and store the required data columns in different variables. Fill the missing values, encode the categorical data, outlier removal, and feature scaling are the steps that can be done sequentially in the preprocessing phase.

2.2 Build the Training and Testing Datasets

Machine learning algorithms are learning from data which is given to the system as a training dataset. From the training dataset it will find relationships between the attributes and testing dataset that helps to measure the actual performance of the algorithms. Initially, preprocessed dataset divided into two sets that namely training and testing dataset. Training dataset consists 80% of the entire dataset and rest of the dataset used for testing the prediction model.

2.3 Proposed System

This study consists of four phases. The first phase implements the profitable customer clusters based on their behaviors by using two different clustering algorithms and select the best one by comparing the processing time and WCSS value. In the next phase, cluster the customers into n number of clusters by using the best algorithm which is selected from the previous phase. Third phase focusing on developing the customer prediction model and in the final phase clustering the specific group of customers into different number of clusters to provide different promotional packages.

In the initial phase, preprocessed telecommunication customer data stored in CSV file format. This dataset consists of 15 attributes including the customer
id. Next step importing the python libraries which require to carry out the processes such as pandas, numpy, and matplotlib. Correlation analyses used to find out the most appropriate attributes for clustering from the list of 15 attributes. Separated significant attributes are used in K-means and K-means plus plus algorithm to evaluate the best one by comparing the algorithm processing time and WCSS value for different number of clusters. Use the dataset into K-means algorithms and changing the k values. Processing time and Within Cluster Sum of Squared (WCSS) are stored as an output of different input k valued. Again, do the same procedure for k-means plus plus algorithm and get the output values. Compare and analysis the processing time and WCSS value for both algorithms in different conditions. Finally, as a result figure out best algorithm which have lowest processing time and minimum WCSS value for different conditions.

Second phase uses the algorithm which is selected as a best one. Apply that algorithm into our dataset and get the clustering result by changing the K values. Plot the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve graph and figure out the best K value by using elbow method. Next step, cluster the entire dataset by using the best k value and separate the customers into different levels of profitability. Calculate the final weighted centroid value for each cluster and generate profitability as a target variable for the entire dataset. Final weighted centroid values can be used by the management to carry out analyzing part for the cluster results with different attributes to decision making.

Third phase uses the target variable which is generated by the previous step for developing profitability prediction model by using ANN. The ANN model consists of input layer, 3 hidden layers and output layer. Import required python libraries and read the CSV file. Then split the dataset into independent variables and target variable. Then, allocate the dataset for training and testing purposes. Continuously change the training and testing dataset until achieve high accuracy to the ANN model. Then the model predicts the telecommunication customer profitability level while we are inputting the customer attributes.

Final phase is clustering the customers into different segments for providing different promotional packages based on their usage behaviors. It is a necessary task that whenever the top-level management take decision to provide different promotional packages to the specific customer category. Separate the customers who are coming under a specific profitability level used for this clustering part. Clustering part is similar to the previous phase and managerial people make efficient decisions related to promotional packages with the help of this clustering technique. The Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed system.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Selected attributes are used to compare the algorithm performance. Preprocessed 10,000 customer dataset used as an input for algorithm comparison. Measure the processing time and WCSS values of k-means and k-means plus plus algorithm by changing the k value from 10 - 100. K represents the number of clusters. Plotting the graph helps to analyze and get the result that the k-means plus plus algorithm takes less processing time and minimal WCSS value. Figure 2 shows that how the processing time and WCSS value changes with different k values for both algorithms.

![Figure 2 Processing Time and WCSS Value Comparison with Different K Values for Both Algorithms](image-url)
Best algorithm chooses by comparing the processing time and WCSS values. Algorithm which takes lowest processing time and minimum WCSS value becomes the best algorithm. From the above experiment results k-means plus plus algorithm takes the place for best algorithm.

K-means plus plus algorithm used for clustering the customers into different profitability level based on their usage behavior. Initially, find out the best k value for the above customer dataset by using ROC curve. By analyzing the curve got the result of k = 5. Elbow method is applied to identify the best k value. Figure 3 display the ROC curve for the above customer dataset.

Apply the k-means plus plus algorithm and use the previously predicted k (=5) value for clustering. Nine different customer behaviors are inputted and clustered into five different segments. Below table 1 shows the centroid values for each cluster with nine attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute name</th>
<th>Cluster category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev_mean</td>
<td>58.3496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mou_mean</td>
<td>596.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roam_mean</td>
<td>0.0513635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custcare_mean</td>
<td>0.673508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempt_mean</td>
<td>158.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>31.8369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totcalls</td>
<td>5477.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totmou</td>
<td>15496.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totrev</td>
<td>1830.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This step calculates the final weighted cluster centroids. In this research, cannot take equal weight for different attributes. Therefore, considering the correlations, weights are calculated. Weights of the attributes can be shown as \( w_1 \) to \( w_9 \) and centroid values for a specific cluster with different attributes can be shown as \( c_{k1} \) to \( c_{k9} \). In addition, \( w_1 + w_2 + w_3 + \ldots + w_9 = 1 \). Then, calculated the final weighted cluster centroids \( (v_k) \) by using the below equation. \( K \) refers to cluster numbers \((k^{th}\) cluster).

\[
V_k = w_1(c_{k1}) + w_2(c_{k2}) + \ldots + w_9(c_{k9})
\]
Customer profitability levels are determined by calculating the final weighted cluster centroid values \(v_k\) of each cluster. By analyzing the table 2, cluster - 1 is determined as a most profitable customer category and cluster - 4 contains the lowest profitable customers. So, the results are decided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster’s Name</th>
<th>(v_k)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>4130.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>1357.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>3070.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>591.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>2166.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted Cluster</th>
<th>Cluster 1</th>
<th>Cluster 2</th>
<th>Cluster 3</th>
<th>Cluster 4</th>
<th>Cluster 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This research experiment gives the output of cluster – 1 contains 876 customers (8.76%), cluster – 2 contains 2591 customers (25.91%), cluster – 3 contains 1559 customers (15.59%), cluster – 4 contains 2889 customers (28.89%) and cluster – 5 contains 2085 customers (20.84%). Based on the about results top level managers understand that who are the most profitable customer and who are the low profitable customers to their organization. It helps to make decisions about to increase their company profit by providing different promotional packages.

This phase used supervised learning algorithm. Supervised learning algorithm required target variables to train the model for future predictions. Those target variables are generated by using the previous phase. The clustered results of k-means plus plus algorithm used as a target variable.

Three hidden layers are used in this ANN model. Continuously change the size of training and testing dataset to get high accurate model. Model received the high accuracy while using 80% of the dataset as a training dataset and got the accuracy of 97.3%. The confusion matrix shows the results of ANN model. This model helps to understand the relationship between the actual results and predicted results. The table 3 shows the confusion matrix of this research experiment for the dataset that the size of 2,000 customer.

This ANN model train and test with different number of iterations to find out the best trained model. The model got high accuracy while choosing 120 iterations (epoch = 120). This profitability prediction model used by the managerial people in the telecommunication industry to recognize profitability level of their customer who have different usage behaviors.
This part also contains clustering by using k-means plus plus algorithm. Results of this clusters recommends different promotional packages do their consumers by using different behaviors. This part totally different from the previous clustering technique. Because, specific number of customers are considered as a dataset for this clustering technique.

Initially separate the lowest profitable customers (cluster - 4) into a new dataset and find out the attributes which are chosen as significant attributes for promotions by the managerial people. Based on the existing studies, average minutes of outgoing call duration and customer device category (smart phone user or normal phone user) chosen as a targeted attribute for the clustering. ROC curve used to find out the best k vales for the clustering by using k-means plus plus algorithm. According to ROC curve, the value five chosen for k and cluster the customers into five segments. This result plotted in a graph and analyze to provide promotional packages. X axis represent the average call duration and y axis represent the device category. The figure 4 shows the clustered results.

According to the graph, lowest profitable customers are categories into 5 different groups. So, service provider can provide same promotional package with different percentage (example of 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and 30%) among the customers based on their average call durations. Here, cluster - 5 got 30% promotions (highest promotion) and cluster - 4 got 10% promotions (lowest promotion) because of their usage behavior and provide different promotional package based on their device category. Mobile service provider decided to give 10mb data for each completed one minute of outgoing calls. This package gives benefits to the customer category who are coming under the smart device users. So, the customers who are using normal devices are dissatisfied with this promotion. But this clustered result helps to satisfy those customers too. While providing alternative promotional packages to the normal device users by using this clustered result. Clustered results are highly accurate because of that already clustered customers are again clustered into different promotion groups. Likewise, it can be possible to provide different promotions based on their different behaviors.

Figure 4 Promotional Cluster Results

According to the graph, lowest profitable customers are categories into 5 different groups. So, service provider can provide same promotional package with different percentage (example of 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and 30%) among the customers based on their average call durations. Here, cluster - 5 got 30% promotions (highest promotion) and cluster - 4 got 10% promotions (lowest promotion) because of their usage behavior and provide different promotional package based on their device category. Mobile service provider decided to give 10mb data for each completed one minute of outgoing calls. This package gives benefits to the customer category who are coming under the smart device users. So, the customers who are using normal devices are dissatisfied with this promotion. But this clustered result helps to satisfy those customers too. While providing alternative promotional packages to the normal device users by using this clustered result. Clustered results are highly accurate because of that already clustered customers are again clustered into different promotion groups. Likewise, it can be possible to provide different promotions based on their different behaviors.
4. CONCLUSION

Telecommunication industry faces different challenges to analyze the customer behavior based on their different profitability level. Because the size of customers who are consuming the service rapidly changes. Better idea about their customer category based on the profitability level helps to make efficient decision on critical situations. If an organization’s monthly revenue falls, they need recover from this situation quickly. This problem can be solving by segmenting their customers into different profitability level and introducing different promotions to the lowest profitable customers. So, the lowest profitable customers also continue the service after the promotions. It will increase the benefit to the organization. Success of a business measured by satisfying their customers and fulfill their requirements. To achieve this vision as a telecommunication service provider they need a very accurate prediction model. Different telecommunication industries are investing their values to develop this kind of model to their organization.

This research recommends the best clustering algorithm by comparing the K-mean and K-means plus plus. Processing time and WCSS values are used to evaluate the algorithms. The customers are clustering into five groups by using nine different customer behaviors. This clustering results are high accurate because of comparing large number of attributes. Research study achieved the high accuracy of 97.3% for profitability prediction model. This accuracy achieved by using the clustered result as a target variable. Finally, this research experiment recommends different promotions to their customers according to their behaviors. Manager can provide different promotional packages to their customers by using this prediction model and they can identify their customer's profitability level individually.

This experiment developed the clustering model by using the different number of attributes which are gathered as a dataset from a specific telecommunication service provider in Sri Lanka. Some of the attributes are not provided by considering their organizational ethics. Therefore, any research considering those attributes and including those attributes gives most precision results and highest accuracy.

The prediction model developed by using artificial neural network. Any research considers the different algorithms to develop prediction model gives more benefits. This research experiment used 10,000 customer details. This research study recommends develop a model for handling big data in the future.
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